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Abstract
In order to solve the problems of unreasonable cell carrier frequency configuration (CCFC) and 
insufficient wireless resources utilization in GSM network, the conception of the best CCFC number is 
introduced. By the statistical analysis of the large number of traffic data, find out the relationship between
the CCFC and the busy traffic congestion rate, and then obtain the best carrier frequency configuration 
number in each traffic interval. According to the best carrier frequency configuration number, the best 
cell wireless utilization rate is obtained. This standard reflects the demand number of cell actual carrier 
frequency configuration, which provides a theoretical basis for the CCFC and the current network cell 
wireless utilization in the future.
Keywords: global system for mobile communications（GSM）; traffic; blocking; carrier frequency configuration; the best wireless 
utilization*
1. Introduction
The development of GSM network has turned into a mature and stable stage at present, and the size of 
GSM network was large. Currently, however, the proportion between investment and mobile income is far 
from satisfaction. Here emerge some problems that some cells were free all the time, on the contrary, 
some cells were super busy. And the utilization of cell is unreasonable, which results in the wireless 
utilization of the whole network is not very high.
Currently, the literatures about the best cell wireless utilization research are general based on the cell 
carrier frequency configuration and control indicators to finally get the best traffic and utilization. 
However, to a large extent, cell traffic was affected by user’s behavior, which resulting in cell
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configuration requirements will change. Based on a city of a month’s data of all cells statistical in this 
paper, analyses the key indicator of the city’s GSM network traffic, gives the best carrier configurations in 
different traffic range of GSM network and the best wireless utilization rate.
2. The relationship between the best cell carrier frequency configuration and the busy traffic 
blocking rate.
The wireless blocking rate includes SDCCH blocking rate and TCH blocking rate. However , there are 
many factors which affecting the SDCCH blocking rate, such as ,SDCHH channel configuration 
number ,Cell location, Access parameter settings. But, in most cases, the SDCCH blocking can be 
eliminated by parameter optimization. This article only takes the impact of TCH blocking into 
consideration and ignore the SDCCH blocking. The ideas of best configuration in cell carrier frequency 
are run as follows:
According to the maximum of daily traffic, obtains the cell busy traffic. By the statistics of the 
maximum of cell’s blocking rate in a busy traffic, we get the busy blocking rate of the cell. Take handover 
factors into account, the blocking rate is defined as: TCH blocking rate (including handover) =The 
number of TCH occupancy failures (including handover)/The number of TCH request (including 
handover) ×100％
Through statistics a large number of historical busy traffic data in current network, analyses the cell 
busy congestion proportion and cell carrier frequency configuration number relationship in each busy 
traffic interval. In the actual project, the busy cell is defined as busy congestion rate more than 3%.
According to the cell blocking control indicator, the proportion of busy cell in city will not exceed 
2%.Through draw the proportion which the busy cell takes in different busy traffic intervals, get the cell’s 
best carrier frequency configuration in different busy traffic intervals.
Reference the definition of blocking cell
Blocking rate and the percentage of blocking cell relations 
The number of cell carrier frequency ,TCH channel and its busy blocking of each range
Relationship between the blocking rate cell and the number of carrier frequency
Best carrier frequency configuration and utilization of different traffic interval in each cell 
Cell traffic statistics Range partition in busy traffic cell
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As for some busy traffic intervals, fig.1 and fig.2 have showed us that with the increasing number of 
cell carrier frequency, the ratio of busy cell is declining constantly. Right now, we just take two curves 
(the 12-13erl curve and the20-21erl curve) into account, the ratio of busy cell is increasing when we add 
the number of cell carrier frequency. The analysis of the current network data have showed us, in this 
case, cells with low carrier frequency are in a limited proportion, so, there is an increasing tendency ,but 
overall ,the curve was declined gradually. And it can be seen from the figures that the cell carrier 
frequency is obviously too large when take the busy traffic in contrast, which will give rise to a surplus in 
the cell channel and low wireless utilization rate. According to the definition of busy cell, find the cell 
best carrier frequency configuration number in different busy traffic intervals. We calculated the busy 
traffic interval and the best cell carrier frequency configuration, comparing results show in Table 1.
Table 1. The best cell carrier frequency configuration
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Busy traffic 
interval(Erl)
best cell carrier 
frequency 
configuration
Busy traffic 
interval(Erl)
best cell carrier 
frequency 
configuration
0～1 1trx 20～21 5trx
1～2 1trx 21～22 5trx
2～3 2trx 22～23 5trx
3～4 2trx 23～24 6trx
4～5 2trx 24～25 6trx
5～6 3trx 25～26 6trx
6～7 3trx 26～27 6trx
7～8 3trx 27～28 6trx
8～9 3trx 28～29 6trx
9～10 3trx 29～30 7trx
10～11 4trx 30～31 7trx
11～12 4trx 31～32 7trx
12～13 4trx 32～33 7trx
13～14 4trx 33～34 7trx
14～15 4trx 34～35 7trx
15～16 4trx 35～36 8trx
16～17 5trx 36～37 8trx
17～18 5trx 37～38 8trx
18～19 5trx 38～39 8trx
19～20 5trx 39～40 8trx
3. Best cell wirelessutilization
In order to reasonably evaluate the cell wireless utilization rate of current network,  introduces the 
conception of cell best wireless utilization rate base on the cell best carrier frequency configuration 
number. The conception of best cell wireless utilization rate is: under certain blocking rates, the 
maximum wireless utilization rate base on the best carrier frequencies configuration number. The formula 
is: 
Best cell wireless utilization=cell’s busy traffic/cell’s best traffic (1)
In formula (1), cell’s best traffic is the best carrier channel configuration number corresponding to the 
ErlB traffic.There is uncertainty in cell traffic, so, the best cell wireless utilization rate is just an ideal 
number, is a continuous approximation process in practical engineering.
4. The Reasonable Evaluation of Cell Wireless Utilization Rate
Using best cell wireless utilization, can evaluate the current network's each cell wireless utilization rate 
rationally. In order to give an reasonable assessment on the level of cell wireless utilization rate. Reaserch
should focus on the proximity of current network’s cell wireless utilization rate and the best cell wireless 
utilization rate. Just like table2 shows to us:
Table 2.The comparison between current network’s cell wireless utilization rate and the best wireless utilizationrate
Busy traffic 
inter-val(Erl) 
the current 
network cell 
wire-less 
utilization 
the best 
wire-less 
utilization 
rate 
Busy traffic 
inter-val(Erl) 
the current 
network cell 
wire-less 
utilization 
the best 
wire-less 
utilization 
rate 
0～1Erl 8.69% 21.41% 13～14Erl 68.59% 73.98% 
1～2Erl 16.37% 50.57% 14～15Erl 74.35% 80.00% 
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It can be seen from table2 that there are lots of cells wireless utilization rate is still low. According to 
the information of cell’s carrier frequency configuration, we get that some cell’s carrier frequency 
configuration in current network is still unreasonable, it didn’t find the standard configuration according 
to the cell’s actual traffic. In the actual project, according to the absorption capacity of cell traffic, keep 
change the cell configuration to save the channel resources of carrier frequency which is in an increasing 
tense. If we control the blocking rate effectively we can get a higher wireless utilization rate.
5. Conclusion 
From the perspective of cell’s blocking rate, this article gives us a method to evaluate the cell’s carrier 
frequency configuration, which enriched the previous studies in idea and calculation aspects. This paper 
analyses the carrier frequency configuration by cell’s historic traffic data, and we get the best cell wireless 
utilization rate. In this way, the actual situation of cell’s carrier frequency requirements can be reflected 
more clearly. It also can prove that the actual carrier frequency configuration of current network is 
reasonable. The paper can give some significant guides to the channel configuration, such as when shall 
we increase the channel or reduce.
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